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Abstract : T his monograph was prepared by 29 experts including Professo
who acted as special consultant and scientific editor and wrote the introduct
Other chapters are entitled: T he supply of fluorine to man, Absorption of flu
Distribution of fluorides, Excretion of fluorides, Physiological effects of small
fluoride, T oxic effects of larger doses of fluoride, Fluorides and general heal
Fluorides and dental health. As stated in the preface "T he objective of the m
to provide an impartial review of the scientific literature on the varied aspect
fluoridation and the many complex questions relating to the metabolism of fl
their utilization in medicine and public health. It is not intended to be a practic

use of fluorides as a health measure, but rather a presentation of the facts t
health authorities and other interested persons to form an objective judgem
manuscript was first circulated to 93 specialists and to the six WHO Regional
the comments obtained were considered so that the final version is as repre
possible of dental and medical opinion throughout the world.
T he product, an authoritative and excellent review of the voluminous literatu
subject, should prove invaluable to workers in this field and particularly to pu
authorities. Literature which may have given rise to fears that controlled inge
fluoride may cause skeletal fluorosis or interfere with kidney or thyroid funct
considered thoroughly. T he depth of the review may be gauged from the fa
included in the references are the well-known anti-fluoridation books: "T he A
fluoridation experiment" by F. B. Exner and G. L. Waldbott (1957) and "T he dr
fluorine, arch enemy of mankind" by L. Spira (1953). T he last chapter of the m
finishes with the following paragraph: "T he outstanding ability of fluoride to
caries by mechanisms that are not yet fully understood warrants great effor
basic and applied research and in practical application of methods that can sa
effectively be utilized for the attainment of improved dental health, which is a
part of human general health."--A. Hepburn.
Record Number : 19711401975
Publisher : World Health Organization, Geneva
Language of text : not specified
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Indexing terms for this abstract:
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